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Is this your exam space?

Civil Service Exam Under Emperor
Jen Tsung (fl.1022) from a history of
Chinese emperors(colour on silk):
Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris, France.

Palace Examination at Kaifeng, Song Dynasty (960–1279), China.

Actually it looked more like this and
they locked you in for 3 days!

Civil Service Exam Under Emperor
Jen Tsung (fl.1022) from a history of
Chinese emperors(colour on silk):
Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris, France.

Imperial Examination Hall Gongyuan (1909), Beijing, China.

Ques:ons to ponder

1.
2.
3.
4.

Why do we do exams?
Are exams s:ll needed?
Can we do exams be[er?
How can we do be[er and
what does it take?
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Take 3 minutes
§In pairs, discuss should
we still keep doing
exams?
Then, share with the room
–Two reasons to keep
(why we do them)
–Two reasons to reduce
6

Possible reasons to keep exams
High stakes, supervised tes:ng is s:ll needed
because:
• Qualiﬁca:on iden:fy veriﬁca:on (be sure it is the
student’s work – rise of ghostwri:ng/outsourcing)

•
•
•
•
•

A test of the student’s ‘metal’ under pressure.
Accredita:on requirements.
Social/poli:cal stakeholder expecta:ons.
Time and workload eﬃciencies?
Other reasons … ?
7

Possible reasons to reduce exams
Paper features…
• Limited pedagogical scope… MCQ/TF, short/essay response, ﬂat
and sta:c, images/diagrams.
• End product (ﬁnal response) rather than process.
• What they remember rather then what they can do (given
access to real world condi:ons).
• Hand-wri[en pen-on-paper is much less common as a problem
solving and informa:on presenta:on tool.
• Other areas of educa:on delivery – progressive, forma:ve
assessment has moved towards richer forms of assessment,
modern tools, simula:ons, mul:media, word processed,
informa:on repositories…
Is this limi:ng our ability to accredit graduates as being able to
operate in the world of today, immersed in technology,
informa:on and complexity?
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Quality Assessment ?

Ins:tu:ons must
be able to cer:fy
their capabili:es
to operate in the
21st Century world.
We need ﬁt for
purpose, valid,
authenAc,
assessments.
DET (2016) Quality of assessment in vocational education and training - Discussion Paper, 8 Feb,
Commonwealth of Australia https://docs.education.gov.au/system/files/doc/other/
2016-02-08_quality_of_assessment_in_vet_-_discussion_paper_jan_2016.pdf
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21st century employability skills
Quality Assessment = fit for purpose!
Ways of thinking

•
•
•
Ways of working •
•
Tools for working •
•
•
Living in the world •
•
•

crea:vity and innova:on
cri:cal thinking, problem solving
learning to learn, metacogni:on
communica:on
collabora:on (teamwork)
informa:on literacy
ICT literacy
discipline resources and tools
ci:zenship – local and global
life and career
personal and social responsibility (including
cultural awareness and competence)

http://atc21s.org/
Binkley, M., Erstad, O., Hermna, J., Raizen, S., Ripley, M., Miller-Ricci, M., &
Rumble, M. (2012). Defining Twenty-First Century Skills. In Griffin, P., Care, E., &
McGaw, B. Assessment and Teaching of 21st Century Skills, Dordrecht, Springer.10

21C Learners
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

skilled use of tools … as appliances? for learning purposes?
ac:ve learning rather than passive receiving of knowledge
authen:c learning experiences rather than contrived tasks
construc:on rather than instruc:on
task (not process) oriented
just in :me learning
search not memorise
u:lise social networks
doesn’t know answer but knows where to ﬁnd it
Google not libraries
collaborate not compete.

Elliott, B (2007)
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Learning and assessment
Community expects:
Employers, professional bodies and the community are
expecting graduates to be able to perform appropriately in
proactive, task-directed ways where they implement their
discipline specific knowledge in a context that involves many
stakeholders.
But…
Universities are more often concerned with students mastering
the conceptual understanding of core discipline principles and
applying these to artificially constructed tasks designed for
assessments that can be easily delivered and marked.
Good for us?

Maybe not so
good for student
learning…?
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Rethinking curriculum design – rethinking assessment
A rethink is under way… in the broad curriculum.
We are doing better curriculum design… that facilitates
both the development and assessment of discipline skills
and capabilities, as well as the application of these skills
and capabilities … when done well this reflects are more
authentic environment with collaboration with other
people, information resources, modern tools of the trade.
The real world is messy, complex, contradictory, uses a
range of information sources, tools, perspectives,
stakeholders and techniques.
We need to move along the continuum from the artificial
towards the authentic.
13

Things already at hand: Assessment in LMS/VLE
Assessment options in
LMSs
<- Moodle Blackboard ->
Some computer marked
while others require human
intervention.
Drive towards higher order
thinking.
How about … have
students use tools to
develop solutions and then
respond via LMS.

Many more Moodle examples transformingassessment.com
Blackboard course archive available upon request.

\14

Moodle e-Assessment Examples
• TransformingAssessment.com

http://moodle.transformingassessment.com/
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InteracAve tools in assessment

1. Student clicks a link
embedded in the quiz
to launch a separate
app.
2. Undertakes a task as
instructed.
3. Then responds using
selected response or
numerical input to
suit.
16

InteracAve tools in assessment
Spreadsheet linked to quiz

17

Interactive tools in assessment
Jmol: Open-source Java viewer for chemical structures in 3D
Moodle Quiz

Students interact
with online tools
to obtain data to
construct a
response

More examples in Moodle at transformingassessment.com
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Simulated Conversa:on (Monash)
Students respond to a series statements via MCQs (maybe, yes, no) with
feedback per choice to simulate a conversa:on e.g. Moodle lesson acAvity.

h[p://conversa:onsim.org/

Nelson, R & Dawson, P (2013) Assessment-as-learning: introducing the Conversa:on Sim ,TA webinar/eAssessment Scotland, 21 Aug h[p://transformingassessment.com/eAS_2013/events_21_aug_2013.php

Examples – Short text response
Students type in a short sentence response which can be
marked by computer based on pa[ern matching.
Available in standard Moodle.
Example ques:on
Example serngs

Kine:c energy will be at maximum
when at the bo[om of the slide.

evalua:on

Sally Jordan, Open Uni UK, TA webinar, 5 June 2013 transformingassessment.com/events_5_june_2013.php

Examples – Conﬁdence ques:ons
Conﬁdence based approaches penalise guessing. Students
need to choose a response and declare their level of
certainty. Available in standard Moodle.
Certainty levels and consequences

Certainty v Mark Expected

University College London

Tony Gardner-Medwin, UCL, TA Webinar 6 April 2011
h[p://transformingassessment.com/events_6_april_2011.php
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Use technology to enhance ques:ons

22

VR, 360deg, spherical images
Virtual reality, 360-degree images,
spherical images.
Take students to places they would
not otherwise be able to go…

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/subsecrets/nautconhi.html

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/subsecrets/nauttorlo.html

Lab Simula:ons
Physical hardware can be
connected to the internet
or we can use soIware
simulaAons of labs and
experiments.

24

More Simula:ons
A/Prof. Pierre Benckendorﬀ (University of Queensland, Australia)

OLT work: bizsims.edu.au (31 Sims listed/reviewed)
Complex simula:ons designed to teach strategy, compe::ve
analysis, ﬁnance, marke:ng, HRM, cross-func:onal alignment, and
the selec:on of tac:cs to build a successful business.

TA webinar: http://transformingassessment.com/events_4_march_2015.php
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3D Virtual Spaces
• Sloodle (Second Life in Moodle)
• QuizHUD
• Scripted chat bots
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Moodle and OpenSim Working Together
Undertaking an assessment
ac:vity in the VW ini:ates data
transfers to the LMS.
Set up Quiz in
the LMS.
Results are
stored in the in
grade book.
A set of scripts
for Moodle and
VW that acts as
a bridge.
Student
undertakes
assessment in
the virtual
world
Videos: Transforming Assessment Youtube Channel

Data ﬂows as if the student was
doing the ac7vity in the LMS

UQ Virtual Business Environment

TA webinar h[p://transformingassessment.com/events_5_august_2015.php

Sim Features - trading

1. Money
2. A[ributes
3. Avatar
4.Text Chat

Sim Features: Obtain a loan, resolve
disputes, buy supplies

The VBE App

Virtual Immersive Language Lessons (1)
Sco[ Grant (Monash University, Australia)
h[p://www.virtuallyenhancedlanguages.com

TA webinar h[p://transformingassessment.com/events_1_april_2015.php
32

Virtual Immersive Language Lessons (2)
Task Based Learning or Task Based Language Learning (TBLL).
Includes communica:on ac:vi:es, using language to carry out
tasks, language use that is meaningful to the learner and has a
purpose, and communica:on ac:vi:es that reﬂect real-life
ac:vi:es with authen:c materials.
Learn by doing:
Purchase supplies then cook noodles – all in Chinese.
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so…

Where does that leave exams?

e-exams
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The dissonance of it all!
Real world of work

World Economic Forum – How will digital change your working world. https://
agenda.weforum.org/wp-content/uploads/rtr2m8vm1-628x330.jpg

Exams

Exams at Monash Caufield in 2015 (mathew.hilier[at]monash.edu)

We are faced with a growing disconnect between
the way high stakes tes7ng is conducted using
pen on paper exams and students’ everyday
experiences of study, work and life.
35

Take 3 minutes
§In pairs, discuss what
would be an ideal
exam?
Then, share with the room
–Two outcomes
–Two enabling features of
an ideal exam
36

Be[er exams
• Lets make exams as good as they can be…
– Broaden the pedagogical landscape in the exam
room.
– Give students access to the ‘tools of the trade of the
twenty ﬁrst century’…
– To solve problems typical of those faced in the work
and life world – wicked, messy, complex problems
that require constructed responses.

• Challenge: must work with the pragma:cs and
requirements of exis:ng educa:on delivery.
– Valid, robust, easy to use, eﬃcient, economical,
supportable… It must work in the world we have, not the
world we wish we had!

37

Why and how of e-Exams
Ra:onale: Concerns, drivers, possible solu:ons for e-Exams.

A truly 'wicked', 'messy' problem and a long road to get it right!...
Presented ra:onale in 2013 and Seed grant ﬁndings at 2014, 2015 ASCILITE confs.
More to come … and explored in depth in Hillier & Fluck (2013)
h[p://www.ascilite.org.au/conferences/sydney13/program/papers/Hillier.pdf

ta.vu/eexam-map

Possible Future - when and how?
An evolu:on rather than a revolu:on. Some aspects may occur quicker then others depending
on par:cular implementa:on, technical models chosen, socio-cultural-policy environment
condi:ons. Outlook for Australasia. Denmark and Norway already have ‘internet in exams’.

Hillier, M & Fluck, A (2015) "A pedagogical end game for exams: a look 10 years into the future of high stakes assessment", ASCILITE Conference, Perth, 29 Nov - 2 Dec
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Our e-Exam Project...
•
•
•
•

Supervised
High stakes
On campus
Large scale

(image credit: Dr Fluck UTAS)

What we are not speciﬁcally addressing here is oﬀ campus,
online only, distance educa7on, cross ins7tu7onal students
– there are extra issues (later!) and
some possible e-solu7ons to address these needs.
40

e-Exams: Online, Oﬄine, On Campus or Distance
There are trade-oﬀs for any e-exam solu:on.
Online • Space issues for ins:tu:ons.
(net)
• Improved exam management
eﬃciency.
• Equipment: need computer labs to
cater for 2000 at once or BYO.
• Most secure: live IT monitoring/
control and spaces are supervised.
• Needs reliable network.

• No space issue for ins:tu:ons.
• More eﬃcient exam
management.
• Students supply equipment.

• Space issues for ins:tu:ons.
• Less eﬃcient exam management.
• Equipment: need computer labs to
cater for 2000 at once or BYO.
• More secure: IT control possible,
spaces are supervised.
Oﬄine • Network reliability not an issue.

• No space issue for ins:tu:ons.
• Less eﬃcient exam management.
• Students supply equipment.

On Campus (controlled spaces)

• Less secure: IT monitoring but
wider spaces are unsupervised.
• Needs reliable network.

• Not secure: no useful monitoring/
essen:ally unsupervised.
• Network reliability not an issue.
Distance (at home)
41

Quick Guide to OLT e-Exams

Aim: to be[er assess student capabili:es
using the 'tools of the trade' of the 21st Century.
To develop future looking, 'work ready’ (and life
ready) graduates we need to be able to assess
complex, constructed, even 'wicked' tasks.
e-Exam: a supervised examina:on undertaken by a
candidate using their own computer.
Candidates start their computer from a custom
designed USB which contains:
• The opera:ng system and a full suite of oﬃce
applica:ons.
• The ques:ons and all ancillary material in digital
format.
• A reserved loca:on for candidate responses
Works on most Apple and ‘Windows’ laptops.

e-Exam System Aﬀordances
Per:nent Features

Aﬀordances

A 'Whole computer' environment
Expanded pedagogical scope over
(OS, LMS, applica:ons…) on a s:ck. that of a pen or browser window.
Typed responses via Word
processor, constructed via apps
(human marked) or on-board
learning management system quiz
(computer marked).

Caters for introduc:on to advanced
uses. Components can be added/
removed to suit.
Electronic collec:on facilitates
analy:cs, item response analysis…

No live network required during
exam, even for LMS ques:ons.

Robust. Greater control.
(network could be used for admin)

Student owned equipment used as
host and ley untouched.

An ethical approach to scalability
(no invasive soyware to install)

Modular, open source code base
and commodity 'oﬀ the shelf'
components.

Leveraging popular and sustainable
projects for be[er eﬃciency. Fully
'known' (no 'blackbox'). Available!

One version works on most Intel
based laptops - Apple, 'windows',
Linux, that have a USB port.

One soyware version can serve all.
Streamlines development and
maintenance.

Bootable
‘live’
USB
drive
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> > >

Start

> > >

> > >

> > >

> > >

Future > >

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Phase 5

Paper equivalent small scale.
Basic doc exams only to begin!

Post-paper small to medium.
Expanding the media landscape.

Medium to large scale.
Adding the power of an LMS.

Whitelisted and logged Internet
Network during BYOD exam.

Open but fully logged Internet
Network during BYOD exam.

Crawling
Type 1: Paper equivalent docs
Students given choice to type.
Small numbers typing ~ 20 to 50.
Simultaneous, on campus,
supervised.
No live network. Paper fullback.
BYO student laptops, Venue
power sockets, spare laptops.

Walking
Type 1: Paper equivalent docs
Students given choice to type.
Medium numbers ~ 100-200.
Simultaneous, on campus,
supervised.
No live network. Paper fullback.
BYO student laptops, Venue
power sockets, spare laptops.

Running
Type 1: Paper equivalent docs
Students given choice to type.
Large numbers ~ 200+
Simultaneous, on campus,
supervised.
No live network. Paper fullback.
BYO student laptops, Venue
power sockets, spare laptops.

Jumping

Flying!

Type 2.A: Post paper via word
docs linked to media and other
tools
All students must type.
Small to medium ~ 50-200.
Simultaneous, on campus,
supervised.
No live network.
Docs linked to mul:media, 3rd
party apps, simula:on, PDF, etc.
BYO student laptops, Venue
power sockets, spare laptops.

Type 2.A: Post paper via word
docs linked to media and other
tools
All students must type.
Medium number ~ 100-200.
Simultaneous, on campus,
supervised.
No live network.
Docs linked to mul:media, 3rd
party apps, simula:on, PDF, etc.
BYO student laptops, Venue
power sockets, spare laptops.

Type 2.B: Post paper via word
docs linked to media and select
online refs
All students must type.
Large numbers ~ 200+
Simultaneous, on campus,
supervised.
Whitelist Internet.
Docs linked to mul:media, 3rd
party apps, simula:on, PDF, etc.
Mix BYO student laptops, Venue
power sockets and Lab PCs.

Type 2.C: Post paper via word
docs linked to media, open
online access
All students must type.
Large numbers ~ 200+
Simultaneous, on campus,
supervise
Fully logged open internet.
Docs linked to mul:media, 3rd
party apps, sims, PDF, etc
Mix BYO student laptops,
Venue power & Lab PCs.

Type 3.A: On-board (Moodle)
All students must type.
Medium numbers ~ 100-200
Simultaneous, on campus,
supervised.
No live network.
On-board Moodle quiz tool.
BYO student laptops, Venue
power sockets, spare laptops.

Type 3.B: On-board LMS, online Type 3.C: On-b’d LMS, open
All students must type.
All students must type.
Large numbers ~ 200+
Large numbers ~ 200+
Simultaneous, on campus,
Simultaneous, on campus,
supervised.
supervise
Whitelist Internet.
Fully logged open internet.
On-board Moodle Quiz tool.
On-board Moodle Quiz tool.
Mix BYO student laptops, Venue Mix BYO student laptops,
power sockets and Lab PCs.
Venue power and Lab PCs.

Type 3: On-board LMS
(Moodle)

Type 2: Post paper
(Word docs linked to media)

Type 1: Paper
equivalent -word Docs

Get Ready
Ins:tu:onal approvals,
Research Ethics,
Hardware & infrastructure.

> current phase 1 trials >

Refer to handout or this

http://ta.vu/e-exam-roadmap
e-exams

Type 4.B: Online/Networked.
Mixed Mode, online refs
All students must type.
Medium numbers ~ 100-200
Simultaneous, on campus,
supervised.
Whitelist Internet.
Online LMS (Blackboard,
Canvas, D2L etc.), on-board
LMS, remote desktops, docs,
media, sims, apps Mix n match!
Mix BYO student laptops, Venue
power sockets and Lab PCs.

Type 4.C: Online/Networked.
Mixed Mode, open online
All students must type.
Large numbers 200+
Simultaneous, on campus,
supervise
Fully logged open internet.
Online LMS (Blackboard,
Canvas, D2L etc.), on-board
LMS, remote desktops, docs,
media, sims, apps …
Mix BYO student laptops,
Venue power and Lab PCs.44

Interac:ve e-assessment design
Separate the
interac:ve tool/object/
artefact from the
ques:on and the
feedback.
Question

Interactive tool

Now apply that to
exams too!
Response
45

Where we are now: Paper Equivalent
Word doc! Ques:on types used: short answer/essay, matching,
construct a table, label a diagram/image (by ﬁlling a table).
Manual marking.

46

Where we are now: Paper Plus
Word doc, plus apps. Ques:on document with links to launch local
apps and resources: graphics, Scratch programming tools,
presenta:on slides, PDFs. All on-board the USB s:ck.
‘IT in Educa:on’ exams : Andrew Fluck, UTAS.
Exam doc
Scratch SDK

PDF

47

The Future: Post-paper exams
Simula:ons, tools, virtual experiments, serious games…
Business, history, language/communica:on, science labs…

'Windows' soyware via WINE. E.g. CAD / 3D modeling, Celes:a.
Moodle quiz with media (auto marked).

48

Current e-Exam v5 Workﬂow
Set-up: prepare exam learning materials

Pre-session:

Student laptop setup & prac:ce.

Create master
USB (tested)

Academic creates
exam learning material

Exam room use
USBs duplicated per student

Post session: retrieve responses and assessment

Collect USBs (responses) Responses retrieved from USBs.

Collated e-responses sent to academic.

Ubuntu
Live USB.
Libre Oﬃce,
Moodle etc

1.Students enter
room.
2.Given USB.
3.Boot laptop.
4.Do exam.
5.Return USB.
6.Leave room.
49

E-exam processing sta:on
Prototype using commodity
components.
Using an old laptop it can handle
98 USBs at once.
Helper scripts to
• Initial ‘burn’ OS to each USB
• Place exam materials.
• Retrieve exam materials.
• Set-up for the next exam.
User friendly interface planned.

50

e-Exam: Walk Through

51

Walk Through
1. Start with the computer turned OFF. Then insert USB stick
Apple
2. Hold down ALT then power on.

Other/Windows*
2. Power on while tapping ‘boot
key’ (e.g. F12 or… )

Press and release power

Hold down

Keep holding ALT un:l you see…

Tap tap tap...

Press and release power

Keep tapping un:l you see…(or similar)

*Win 8: ﬁrst need to disable secure boot.
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Walk Through
Apple
3. Select a yellow icon.
EFI boot or ‘Windows’

Other/Windows
3. Select USB device.

e-Exam

e-Exam

Could be either one! So just try.
If you get
Try the other one!

It might be labeled something
else and probably wont be ﬁrst.

53

Walk Through
4A. Some system messages may appear, if so just wait.
4B. Exam system starts.

5. Arrive at e-Exam system
desktop.
54

Walk Through
6. Student now types in their student ID number and name* (can be disabled).
Click Start Exam. (what happens next dependent upon chosen exam mode)
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Walk Through (Document mode)
7. Exam ﬁle opens ready to enter exam details and responses.
Note: original ﬁle copied and student number preﬁxed to ﬁle name.
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Walk Through (Document mode)
8. Read ques:ons and type responses into areas indicated.

57

Walk Through (post-paper)

8.1 in ‘post-paper’ exams: Make resources available (PDFs, Videos, images) and use
specialist soyware tools to construct responses. Launched via links in the document.

58

Walk Through
9. Remember to save (CTRL S). When done use File > Exit.
[there is a 2 min ‘auto recovery’ save]
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Walk Through
10. Shut down the system. When the system has powered oﬀ, hand in the USB S:ck.

Shut down bu[on

60

e-Exam: LMS Gateway Mode
Start laptop with USB. Instead of launching a document, it opens a web browser.
Network connec:ons only possible to pre-deﬁned des:na:on – e.g. UQ Blackboard

61

e-Exam: LMS Gateway Mode
Use Blackboard test serngs for control. Best to have separate Exam server.

62

e-Exam: on-board LMS Mode
Start laptop with USB. Launches a web browser to login to an on-board Moodle.
Moodle account created-on-the-ﬂy. Network connec:ons NOT possible.
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e-Exam: on-board LMS Mode
Remove non-exam related modules and menus.
Large mul:media is possible due on-board storage.

64

More QuesAons and Discussion Points
1) How well prepared are:
–Students to BYOD for exams?
–Academics for taking on new approaches to
exams?
–Ins:tu:ons to support BYOD in exam venues?
2) Transi:oning to e-Exams via 'paper-replacement'
exams appears the most favoured strategy (e.g. ﬁrst
replica:ng paper exams in an electronic form before
moving on to a mix of rich mul:media, linked
soyware apps, and computer marked ques:ons). Do
you agree?
3) What kinds of 'post-paper' exams can we envision?
4) How can e-Exams enable curriculum
transforma:on?

Ready?
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e-Exam Project Resources
More informa:on….
Demo set-up Guide,
Student Prac:ce and User Guide
h[p://transformingexams.com

Demo videos start-up, use and recovery examples.
Apple h[p://ta.vu/eexam-demo-a
'Wintel' (Dell) h[p://ta.vu/eexam-demo-d
Contact: mathew.hillier[at]monash.edu
67

End
Cite this resource
Hillier, M (2016) “OLT e-Exams: Ramping up the authen:city of highstakes supervised assessment for the 21st century”, Presenta:on for
Macquarie, Sydney, 23 Sep.

mathew.hillier@monash.edu

Session feedback survey

h[p://ta.vu/e-exam-serv
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